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About me:

• Speech-Language Pathologist
• Spent 10 years at Boston Children’s Hospital in the 

Autism Language and Augmentative 
Communication Programs

• Worked in ASD since 2003
• Former Adjunct Clinical Instructor (MGH Institute 

of Health Professions)
• Co-authored Enhancing Communication for 

Individuals with Autism and several journal articles

Offering:
• Private speech therapy and evaluations
• School-based consults
• In-home strategizing consultant
• Telepractice services
• Programming supports, training
• I accept BCBS and private pay

Jennifer@
AbramsonAAC.com

Agenda

• Day 1:
• Quick overview of AAC, as well as speech and language

• AAC taxonomy (symbol set, technique, behavior)

• Overview of types of communicators (i.e., emergent, context-
dependent, independent)

• Various approaches to AAC

• Intro to the Feature Matching Approach and notes about selecting a 
system

• Aided Language Stimulation

Quick Overview of AAC

“…we have discovered increasingly that communication has 

only one prerequisite; and it has nothing to do with mental 

age, chronological age, mathematical formulae or any other 

models that have been developed to decide who is a 

candidate and who is not.  That is because breathing is the 

only prerequisite that is relevant to communication.”

~ Dr. Pat Miranda (1992)

Dr. Miranda is from the University of British Columbia. She is both an International Society for Augmentative and Alternative Communication (ISAAC) and American Speech-Language-Hearing 
Association (ASHA) Fellow

Quick Overview of AAC
How early is too early?  

Cynthia J Cress & Christine A Marvin (2003) Common Questions about AAC 
Services in Early Intervention, Augmentative and Alternative 
Communication, 19:4, 254 272, DOI: 10.1080/07434610310001598242

• Emerging communicators historically were considered to be too young, or 
to require “prerequisite” skills.  
• Recent research and theories about early communication development suggest 

this is not accurate

• Children’s natural actions and behaviors are the only prerequisites to AAC. 
Communication starts at birth, with interaction opportunities and the 
earliest behaviors of children, regardless of the communicative mode

J. Costello

Quick Overview of AAC

Ok – but I just want 
my child to speak…

https://doi.org/10.1080/07434610310001598242
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Quick Overview of AAC
Me too! But that is HARD for some people! Speech is highly complicated!  We 

must teach how to use language – or symbolic communication. Speech often 
follows for those without physical impairments. Example:

Millar, D. C., Light, J. C., & Schlosser, R. W. (2006).  The impact of augmentative and alternative 
communication intervention on the speech production of individuals with developmental 
disabilities: A research review. Journal of Speech, Language, and Hearing Research, 49, 248-264.

• Conducted a meta-analysis
• Twenty-three initial studies qualified, yet 17 of these failed to establish 

experimental control.  
• Twenty-seven individuals remained in the 6 qualifying  studies

• 0% decreased spoken language abilities
• 11% showed no change
• 89% showed an increase!  

Quick Overview of AAC (with ASD)

• Capitalize on relative natural strengths and preferences of 
autistic individuals
• Visual processing  (e.g., Althaus, de Sonneville, Minderaa, Hensen & Til 1996)

• Attraction to visual input – electronic screen media (ESM) (Shane & Albert 
2008)

• Provide a sustained referent
• Capture and sustain attention

• Reduce load on memory to support overall processing

• Provide a concrete representation of abstract and difficult 
language

Quick Overview of AAC (with ASD)

Visual supports used for the purpose of:
• Promoting participation

• Reducing prompt dependency

• Expanding utterances

• Providing a platform through which language can be efficiently modeled using 
multimodalities

• Organizing expressive language through enhanced knowledge of syntax and 
illustrating syntax and semantic relations

• Reducing pronoun confusion

• Expanding the pragmatic functions for which language is used (e.g., beyond 
requesting)

• Reducing the cognitive load by providing a means through which the learner can 
more easily recognize, rather than recall, what he is trying to say

• Reducing echolalia

• Reduce frustration associated with communication failure/learned helplessness

Language vs. Speech 

What is Language:  

A socially shared code or conventional system for representing 
concepts through the use of arbitrary symbols and rule-

governed combinations of those symbols.
(Owens, 2005, p.7)

“Stop”

Language vs. Speech 

What is Language:  

A socially shared code or conventional system for representing concepts 
through the use of arbitrary symbols and rule-governed combinations 

of those symbols.
(Owens, 2005, p.7)

Language vs. Speech 
What is Language:  

A socially shared code or conventional system for representing concepts 
through the use of arbitrary symbols and rule-governed combinations of 

those symbols.
(Owens, 2005, p.7)
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Language vs Speech

What is language?
In the Autism Language Program at Boston Children’s Hospital, seven 

pragmatic functions for which all competent communicators use 
language have been identified:

1) Protests

2) Requests

3) Commenting/Labeling

4) Directives

5) Questions

6) Transitioning and Organization

7) Social Pragmatics

AAC Taxonomy
Each AAC system is comprised of:
• Symbol Sets

• Unaided
• Aided

• Techniques
• Unaided
• Aided

• low-tech
• mid-tech
• high-tech

• Communication behavior

To communicate, we must understand:
to use symbols
those symbols mean

If a learner does not understand either of these, 
Then options for communicating include: 
• Physical means of communication (e.g., grabbing, pulling, climbing)
• Interpretations from familiar communication partners  

(e.g., if crying and in the kitchen, perhaps he is hungry)
• Giving up

Without symbolic communication, learners are 
otherwise unable to communicate

about anything not physically present and tangible

AAC Taxonomy: Symbol Set
AAC Taxonomy: Symbol Set

Unaided

Vocalizations/

Speech

Gestures/

Gestural Codes

Manual Signs

Aided

3-D Tangible Symbols

• Real objects

• Miniatures

• Partial objects

2-D Symbols

• Photographs

• Line drawings/picture 
symbols

Standard Orthography

.

Hello!

Let’s take a step back:
To teach how we symbolize our thoughts, we often use visuals; however, if a learner 
CANNOT MATCH:

Then it MAY be the case that he/she does not use 2-D photographs or picture symbols 
because he/she does NOT understand them (or that the task isn’t motivating!)

“She doesn’t want to use PECS”          “He’s non-compliant with PECS”

(It could also be the case that they are not motivated to demonstrate such knowledge!)

AAC Taxonomy: Symbol Set

➢ 3-D objects to 3-D objects

➢ 2-D photographs to 2-D photographs

➢ And/or  3-D objects to 2-D photographs

AAC Taxonomy: Symbol Set
Aided Symbol Sets:  Tangible Symbols

➢ 3-D Object Proxies: Object proxies are familiar and 

recognizable 3-D symbols that can be used to support 

symbolic communication. 

➢ Often they are physical objects that have been altered in 

some way.  

➢ For example, an empty bag of chips stuffed with paper towels 

may serve as an object proxy for a full bag of chips. Object 

proxies can often provide an effective introduction to symbolic 

communication as they are highly concrete and relatively easy 

to associate with a referent.
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AAC Taxonomy: Symbol Set
Aided Symbol Sets:  Tangible Symbols

➢ 3-D Object Proxies and 3-D photographs:

AAC Taxonomy: Symbol Set
Aided Symbol Sets:  Tangible Symbols

➢ 3-D Object Proxies and Photographs

➢ Miniature Objects (e.g., mini fork) **

➢ Partial Objects (e.g., puzzle piece) **

QUESTION: What can be challenging about using miniatures/partial 

objects for autistic who are very concrete thinkers?

AAC Taxonomy: Symbol Set
Speaking of picture symbols….

Take a guess at what these symbols mean

Least 
Symbolic

Most 
symbolic Chocolate 

chip 

cookie

2-d photographs with 
backgrounds removed

2-d photographs 
with backgrounds

Picture symbols

Line drawings

Text

3-d photographs and 
object proxies

AAC Taxonomy: Symbol Set

Transparent

Opaque

I
c

o
n

ic
it

y

AAC Taxonomy: Technique

Unaided

Speech

Gestures

Sign language

Facial expression

Body Posture

Aided

Low-Tech

• Picture displays
• Letter boards

• Portable VOCA

High-Tech

• Dedicated systems
• Integrated System

.

AAC Taxonomy: Technique

➢Unaided

➢Speech

➢Gestures

➢Manual signs

➢Facial recognition

➢Body posture
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AAC Taxonomy: Technique

Unaided: Manual signs 
➢What are some pros and cons? 

+ Signs can be great: your hands are always 
there! No batteries, no materials, etc.

- Motorically complex
- Recall vs. Recognition 
- Rarely Transparent

AAC Taxonomy: Technique

➢Unaided: Manual signs

➢As many of our kiddos use their own modified signs, 
successful transmission of message can be further 
compromised
➢Consider: a customized Sign Language Dictionary

AAC Taxonomy: Technique

➢Aided

➢Low-Tech

➢High-Tech

AAC Taxonomy: Technique

Low-Tech Picture Displays: Overview

➢An intuitive (to US!), efficient and popular approach. 
➢Can be pictures, photographs, 3-D tangible symbols; removable or static
➢Field size, orientation, layout, symbol set are highly flexible

➢Remember horizontal/vertical layouts – crossing the midline can be challenging motorically
& visually

➢CAN be portable
➢As with everything, personalization is key!

Regardless of shape or size, like everything, it should be used for FUN! 
Communication is fun! Touching “red” and touching “circles” is not fun…asking 

for tickles is!

AAC Taxonomy: Technique

Low-Tech Removable Picture Displays

➢Can be a powerful learning tool: “I have a message that 
I am GIVING to you”
➢Reinforces the cause and effect of communication
➢Fewer opportunities for misinterpretation

What are some cons? 
➢Requires motoric ability to remove and present
➢Self-stimulatory behaviors from Velcro?
➢Tendency to get lost (especially with younger siblings!)
➢Poor choice for those who mouth, shred, etc. or for 

those with strong preferences for order

AAC Taxonomy: Technique

Low-Tech Static Picture Displays

➢More portable
➢Less to lose!
➢Better for those who rip, tear, throw, etc.
➢Fewer motoric requirements
➢pointers could be used for those with poor proximal 

points

➢What are some cons? 
➢Cause and effect isn’t always quite as apparent
➢Can be slightly more ambiguous for those with gross motor 

and/or fine motor impairments 
➢Difficulty reviewing or “recounting” with the visuals
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AAC Taxonomy: Technique

➢Low-Tech: Communication Notebook and flip books
➢Essentially a storage system for picture (or text) displays
➢Allow for portability, generalizability
➢Tabs can be helpful for organization
➢Can be challenging to navigate

➢Categorization + Tabs can help!

AAC Taxonomy: Technique

(No-Tech/) Low-Tech Pros: (No-Tech/) Low-Tech Cons:

??? ???

AAC Taxonomy: Technique
(No-Tech/) Low-Tech Pros:

➢No technology requirements (e.g., 
for hesitant families, older patients)
➢CAN take less time to use/access 

vocab!
➢You don’t have to  charge them!  No 

battery failure!
➢More durable
➢Fewer environmental restrictions 

(e.g., swimming pool, sandy beach, 
bathroom)
➢Generally highly portable
➢Lesser financial burden

(No-Tech/) Low-Tech Cons:

➢Potentially limiting
➢Rarely voice output
➢Fewer vision or motoric 
enhancements available

AAC Taxonomy: Technique

Gatwick Airport
Aug 20, 2018

AAC Taxonomy: Technique

Low/Mid-Tech: Portable Single-Message VOCA
- To gain attention (e.g., record “I’ve over here!”) 
- To indicate needs and wants (e.g., record “I’m hungry!” or “I 

want to go outside”). 
- To strengthen understanding of cause and effect

Examples: 
- Big Point
- BIGMack and BIG Step-by-step

101+ IDEAS FOR USING THE BIGMACK (OR OTHER SINGLE MESSAGE) VOICE OUTPUT COMMUNICATION AIDS
Complied by Barbara Solomonson MS, CCC-SLP
https://www.ablenetinc.com/downloads/dl/file/id/32/product/31/101_ideas_single_message_sgd.pdf

AAC Taxonomy: Technique
Low-Tech: Portable Sequenced-Message VOCA
- Teach the power of communication through:

- turn-taking
- social connectedness 
- vocabulary exposure

Example: 
- LITTLE Step-By-Step (with Levels):  

Tips:
- Messages should be functional, phrase-based and in the first person
- Messages should be recorded using an age/gender matched voice when 

possible.
- Use naturalistic cues to encourage the student to activate the device (e.g., 

ask “What should I do?” → “Tickle my neck!”)

Also see 101 Ways to Use a Sequential Message AAC Device to Access the Curriculum as available by 
Spectronics:  (www.spectronics.com.au/downloads/faqs/101-ways-to-use-sequential-message-aac.pdf )

https://www.eglas.hr/big-point/
https://www.eglas.hr/bigmack-i-littlemack-komunikatori/
https://www.ablenetinc.com/downloads/dl/file/id/32/product/31/101_ideas_single_message_sgd.pdf
http://www.spectronics.com.au/downloads/faqs/101-ways-to-use-sequential-message-aac.pdf
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AAC Taxonomy: Technique

Mid-Tech – Multi-Message VOCA (e.g., GoTalk):

• 1 button = 1 message
• Uses Static communication displays
• Provides voice output
• Unlike Single Message VOCAs and Sequenced Message VOCAs, 

allows student-choice
• Allows lower-paced, better modeling for some (vs. high-tech)
• Very rugged! Aggressive behaviors (common in those w/ autism 

are less concerning with a cheap(er), durable device)!
• No navigational requirements
• less distracting than high-tech
• Communication partners often must change the displays; 

independence is limited

AAC Taxonomy: Technique

High-Tech: Dedicated
• Insurance wants to see that many devices have been considered

• Dedicated:  Exclusive purpose is [local] communication. No email, text, 
internet, etc.

• Many can be “unlocked” for $50 + 

• Symbol sets vary based on vendor

• Prices generally START at ~$5,000  

• Offers tech support, some have ground support/team trainings, etc.

• Includes alternative access methods

• Each is slightly different – not interchangeable!

• PC-based editing programs

• Generally rugged, durable cases, with amplification

AAC Taxonomy: Technique

High-Tech: Dedicated
• Each device offers various features ranging from vocabularies and 

symbols sets available, to alternative access options, to 
companion app availability for iPad/Surface, bilingual options and 
integration, size, customizability, etc. 

AAC Taxonomy: Technique

High-Tech: Integrated
Examples: iPad, Droid, Surface
• Touch-screen technology
• Widely available at the consumer level – more economical
• Dual-facing cameras
• Flexibility to use as a dedicated device, or open platform

• Allows access to photo libraries, behavioral management applications, etc. as well as 
entertainment

• Accessibility features
• iOS specific features are less robust than dedicated devices, but improving;
• Various apps offer their own native accessibility features

• Keyguards are available 
• Insurance does provide funding in certain states, yet not all

AAC Taxonomy: Technique   Comparison of (some 
famous) Apps

Snap Scene (by Tobii Dynavox)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R1qKQ5L8w5g

• All Visual Scene Displays

• Relatively to make and use

• Alternative access available

• Shown to increase:
• initiating and maintaining social interactions

• sharing information and expressing needs and wants

• using new words and concepts including colors, numbers, and letter 
sounds

• combining words and concepts to express more complex ideas

• Wireless backup available

• Recorded speech only; no TTS available

• Must be customized; samples are not recommended

AAC Taxonomy: Technique   Comparison of (some 
famous) Apps

TD Snap (by Tobii Dynavox)

• Uses core words

• Field sizes can systematically change

• Can multi-select buttons

• Bilingual (English-Spanish) pages are relatively nice

• Trials available

• Data tracking available

• Access methods include scanning

• Available in Windows 10 and iPad

• PCS symbols

• Sync to the cloud 

• Programming is a bit cumbersome

• Layout is challenging to wrap one’s mind around

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R1qKQ5L8w5g
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AAC Taxonomy: Technique   Comparison of (some 
famous) Apps

CoughDrop AAC

• Available across many platforms:
• iOS, Droid, Amazon, Windows!  Can switch between them.

• Cloud-based: You can program on a computer and push it out.  Back-
up is easy.

• Two month free trial

• PCS available

• Recorded speech and TTS

• Usage reports available

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S_6lh5d0cco&feature=youtu.be (start at :35)

• Grid based

• Slightly clumsy

AAC Taxonomy: Technique   Comparison of (some 
famous) Apps

TouchChat (by Silver Kite)
• Lite/non-speaking ($10), Regular ($149), WordPower 

($299)
• Additional In-App purchases include: Pixon, 
• Essence, Gateway 

• Many intuitive vocabularies
• SymbolStix, Photos, Camera
• Fields range from 1-hundreds
• Recorded speech and TTS
• Also, recorded messages w/o entering Edit Mode!
• Programming available on PCs! Also, interchangeable 

vocab with NOVA chats (you can have the same vocab on 
both)

• Can import individual pages, to grow
• Macros: Insert date/time, etc.
• Can use visual scene displays

AAC Taxonomy: Technique   Comparison of (some 
famous) Apps

LAMP Words for Life (by Prentke-RomichCo.)
• $299.99

• SymbolStix, Photos, Camera

• TTS Based on Unity, semantic compaction
• Easy Access to Core Vocabulary

• For proficient communicators, can be a powerful and efficient 
system

• 84 One-Hit, Transition, Sequenced options
• Back up: Drive, Dropbox, iSharePRC($)
• Field size is 84! Can mask/hide, but requires precise fine-motor 

abilities
• Highly Abstract – challenging for team members to learn
• Based on “Motor Planning” – but aren’t they all?? : EXAMPLE: NM 

– Object proxies are hard
• Our approach capitalizes on visual representations to teach 

language, which this does not support

AAC Taxonomy: Technique   Comparison of (some 
famous) Apps

Proloquo2Go (by AssistiveWare)

• $249.99

• SymbolStix, Photos, Camera

• TTS

• Access to Core Vocabulary (Crescendo) if desired
• Templates CAN be nice 

• For proficient communicators, can be a powerful and efficient system

• Can multiselect buttons

• Many various sized vocabs

• More accessibility features

• Back up: direct to Drobox / drive 

• Not a 1 sized fits all app!

• I “lose” vocab often times when switching between 
grid sizes

• Creating customized displays is challenging
• Templates CAN be challenging, too!

JANICE LIGHT, 1989. Toward a definition of communicative competence 
for individuals using augmentative and alternative communication 
systems. Augmentative and Alternative Communication

Operational Competence: Technical Skills to operate AAC systems, which 
includes the symbol system and hardware 

Linguistic Competence: Receptive and expressive language skills, as well 
as the ability to use the symbols of a communication system to create 
messages with complex meanings.

Social Competence: Skills in the social rules of interaction, Knowledge 
and judgment needed to initiate, maintain, and terminate interactions.

Strategic Competence: Compensatory strategies that AAC users require 
to overcome communication breakdowns.

AAC Taxonomy: Communication Behavior

Reflect 
knowledge and 
skills in tool use

Reflect 
functional 

knowledge and 
judgment in 
interactions

Communicator “Types”
Dowden, P.A. (1999). Augmentative & Alternative Communication for Children with Motor Speech Disorders. 

In Caruso, A., and Strand, E. A. Eds.) Clinical Management of Motor Speech Disorders of Children. 

New York: Thieme Publishing Co.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S_6lh5d0cco&feature=youtu.be
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“Emergent Communicators” (Dr. Dowden)

• Lacks a reliable method of representing thoughts through 
the use of symbolic communication

• Often passive and/or behavioral

• Emergent presentation MAY be due to lack of opportunities, 
not current skill set

→May want to strengthen cause and effect, teach them that they are 
capable of affecting change through active stimulation activities

“Context-Dependent Communicators” 
(Dr. Dowden)

Uses: 
• Reliable symbolic communication
• BUT, he/she is limited to particular

• Contexts
• Partners

A Context-Dependent Communicator:
• has reliable symbolic communication but may still be limited to specific contexts or partners for two 

reasons:
• First, some individuals can communicate only with highly familiar partners because they rely on 

severely unintelligible speech or customized communication strategies, which require partner 
familiarity.

• Second, some individuals are able to communicate only in limited contexts because they do not 
have access to sufficient and/or appropriate vocabulary.

• Are unable to spell well enough to generate novel utterances, so they are dependent on others to select 
and pre-program vocabulary for them.

• May rely on prompts from others, may not recognize unfamiliar people as valid communication partners 
without modeling/support

• May not try to communicate in some situations due to lack of vocabulary and lack of confidence of 
success. 

Adapted from John Costello

“Independent Communicators” 
(Dr. Dowden)

• Independent communicators can communicate anything, with anyone – they 
are not bound by topics, communication partners, environments, etc.

• Spelling/literacy abilities are intact

• Generally intact syntactic knowledge, knowledge of semantic relations, and 
“mastery” regarding Janice Light’s four competencies:

(some) AAC Approaches
PECS

Motor planning

PODD

Core Vocabulary

Picture Exchange Communication System (PECS)

https://pecsusa.com/pecs/
• PECS is an alternative/augmentative communication system 

developed in the USA in 1985 by Andy Bondy, PhD, and Lori Frost, 
MS, CCC-SLP.

• The goal of (PECS) is to teach children with autism a fast, self-
initiating, functional communication system. 

• The PECS teaching protocol is based on B.F. Skinner’s book, Verbal 
Behavior, and broad spectrum applied behavior analysis
• The protocol includes systematic error correction procedures to promote 

learning if an error occurs. 
• The primary goal of PECS is to teach functional communication. Research 

has shown that some learners using PECS also develop speech. Others 
may transition to a speech generating device (SGD). The body of research 
supporting the effectiveness of PECS as an evidence-based practice is 
substantial and continues to expand, with more than 150 research 
articles from all over the world.

Picture Exchange Communication System (PECS)

PECS PHASE I: How to Communicate

The child with autism learns to exchange single 
pictures for items or activities they really want.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eNbucDWEfpg

https://pecsusa.com/pecs/
https://pecsusa.com/research/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eNbucDWEfpg
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Picture Exchange Communication System (PECS)

PECS PHASE II: Distance and Persistence

Still using single pictures, the child with autism learn 
to generalize this new skill by using it in different 

places, with different people and across distances. 
They are also taught to be more persistent 

communicators.

Picture Exchange Communication System (PECS)

PECS PHASE III: Picture Discrimination Between Preferred 
and Non-Preferred Items

The child with autism learns to select from two or more 
pictures to ask for their favorite things. These are placed in a 
communication book, a ring binder with Velcro strips where 
pictures are stored and easily removed for communication.

Phase 3A: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mXm4oGOkXeg

Picture Exchange Communication System (PECS)

PECS PHASE IV: Sentence Structure

• First: Think about sentence structure! What is the kernel sentence in 
your language?
• In English, it is

• Subject | Verb | Object

Picture Exchange Communication System (PECS)

PECS PHASE IV: Sentence Structure

The child with autism learns to construct simple sentences on a 
detachable sentence strip using an "I want" picture followed by a 
picture of the item being requested.

Picture Exchange Communication System (PECS)

PECS PHASE V: Answering Questions 

(i.e., “What do you want?”)

Now: think about the top five questions you’ve been 
asked recently

Picture Exchange Communication System (PECS)

PECS PHASE VI: Commenting in Response to a Question 
– Differentiating Responses to Questions

Once the learner is able to respond reliably to 
“What do you see?,” the adult begins to intermix 
the question “What do you see?” with “What do 
you want?” in order to teach differentiated 
responses. 

At this point the “I see” symbol is placed below the 
“I want” symbol in the upper left-hand corner of 
the communication book.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mXm4oGOkXeg
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REMEMBER:

What is Language:  

A socially shared code or conventional system for representing concepts 
through the use of arbitrary symbols and rule-governed combinations 

of those symbols.
(Owens, 2005, p.7)

“Stop”

REMEMBER:

What is Language:  

A socially shared code or conventional system for representing concepts 
through the use of arbitrary symbols and rule-governed combinations 

of those symbols.
(Owens, 2005, p.7)

REMEMBER:
What is Language:  

A socially shared code or conventional system for representing concepts 
through the use of arbitrary symbols and rule-governed combinations of 

those symbols.
(Owens, 2005, p.7)

Picture Exchange Communication System (PECS)

The good, the bad, the ugly:
• PECS can be a great ‘foot in the door’ to symbolic 

communication; however, there are glass ceilings imposed.

• The instructor(s) will play a large role in success

Motor Planning Approaches

LAMP: Language Acquisition through 
Motor Planning

iPad app targeted at people with ASD

Very similar to Unity

The philosophy behind LAMP utilizes 
motor planning, yet does not require 
learners to attend to the visual supports.  
This makes acquisition of novel 
vocabulary more challenging as it is 
based on a system of memorization 
rather than recognition of vocabulary.

Pros:
• Often, they provide quick access to core words (***BUT SEE NEXT 

SECTION!)

Cons: 
• Everything is motor planning! 

Why build one vocabulary based exclusively on that?  
• We cannot use pictures to scaffold comprehension
• Nearly complete lack of syntactic structure
• *MOST* of our advanced kiddos do not need speech-generating devices
• Our moderate-severe kiddos require a lot more structure – they are 

often EMERGING or CONTEXT-DEPENDENT COMMUNICATORS
• Field size

Motor Planning Approaches
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Motor Planning

Looking at it through the LAMP Words for Life (by Prentke-Romich Co.) 
application

• $299.99

• SymbolStix, Photos, Camera

• TTS Based on Unity, semantic compaction

• Easy Access to Core Vocabulary

• For proficient communicators, can be a powerful and efficient system

• 84 One-Hit, Transition, Sequenced options

• Back up: hardwire, iSharePRC ($)

• Field size is 84! Can mask/hide, but requires precise fine-motor 
abilities

• Highly Abstract – challenging for team members to learn

• Based on “Motor Planning” – but aren’t they all?? : EXAMPLE: NM –
Object proxies are hard

• Our approach capitalizes on visual representations to teach language, 
which this does not support

Pragmatic Organization Dynamic Displays (PODD)

• Pragmatic – the ways that we use language socially and with purpose

• Organization – words and symbols arranged in a systematic way

• Dynamic Display – changing pages for a wide vocabulary and range of 
statements

• A copyrighted program

• Uses pre-designed vocabularies that are “pragmatically organized” 

• Templates use Boardmaker; customization with photographs is not 
recommended

• Requires a lot of navigation, and therefore attention, which is not 
common to the ASD population 

• Requires a lot of meta-linguistic awareness (e.g., I want to tell you a 
comment…), which also is not common to the ASD population.

CORE VOCABULARY

➢Relatively recent advancement

➢Nouns, verbs, adjectives, pronouns, descriptors, conjunctions, 
etc. 

➢Limitations on novelty of pre-stored messages 

➢Can be INCREDIBLY EFFECTIVE for certain people! Versatile 
language, quick access, etc.

➢The field of AAC is only just beginning to provide early 
communicators with access to Core Vocabulary, the roughly 350 
most frequently occurring words which makes up 80% of what we 
say (Vanderheiden & Kelso, 1987). From: 
http://praacticalaac.org/praactical/aactual-therapy-supporting-
the-development-of-early-grammar-with-kimberly-ho/

Core Vocabulary

Core Vocabulary
• Core vocabulary studies are generally based on those with 

typically developing language abilities.

• This can often be generalized easier to a child with a severe 
musculature disorder than perhaps to an individual with a severe 
language disorder

Consider:  meaningful words to 1 autistic student who shows a strong interest in 
trains (e.g., Thomas, Caboose, Piston Rod)  vs. a student with severe motor 

impairment, who is otherwise typically developing (e.g., I, you, go, play, stop, in, 
out, big, different, more, etc.)

Core Vocabulary
"It is well-established that closed-class words [small sets of words we need to 
make most sentences such as particles, auxiliaries, determiners, and 
prepositions] occur most frequently in adult speech but are not common in 
children's early vocabularies"

Goodman, J., Dale, P.S., & Li, P. (2008). Does frequency count? Parental input and the acquisition of 
vocabulary. Journal of Child Language 35, 515–531

Per Emily Laubscher, Ph.D. CCC-SLP, that article also talks about how they 
found that nouns are LEAST common of all the word classes in adult input 
directed towards children, yet they are the first type of words used by 
(most) kids.

→ This is why we should not base AAC systems for beginning communicators off of 
words that occur with high frequency in advanced language!

http://praacticalaac.org/praactical/aactual-therapy-supporting-the-development-of-early-grammar-with-kimberly-ho/
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Core Vocabulary
“Re-examining Core Vocabulary for Children that require AAC: A Developmental 
Perspective” 

https://aac.psu.edu/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/Laubscher-ASHA-2018-core-.pdf

Poster at ASHA, Boston, 2018 by Emily Laubscher & Janice Light, Ph.D.

• How do typically developing children ‘choose’ their early words?
• They typically reflect an individual’s interests, experiences and routines (Owens, 

2005)

• Represent the people, objects, actions and events that are most salient and 
motivating to the individual (Bocher& Jones, 2003)

• Cannot be predicted simply based on which words children hear mots often.  
Rather, children produce the words that they want to use (Lieven, 2010)

Core Vocabulary
“Re-examining Core Vocabulary for Children that require AAC: A Developmental 
Perspective” 

Poster at ASHA, Boston, 2018 by Emily Laubscher & Janice Light, Ph.D.

• Which words do typically developing children use in early expressive 
language?

• First 50 words (Owens, 2005)
• Nouns (60-65%)

• Action words(14-19%)

• Modifiers and personal/social words (20%0

• Function words (0-4%)

• Early vocabularies also contain sound effects, sanimal sounds and 
words related to social routines (Fenson et al., 2007) (e.g., choo
choo, woof…or “vau-vau” if the dog speaks Croatian…)

Core Vocabulary
“Re-examining Core Vocabulary for Children that require AAC: A Developmental 
Perspective” 

Poster at ASHA, Boston, 2018 by Emily Laubscher & Janice Light, Ph.D.

• How are Core Words identified?
• They are determined by frequency and/or commonality in spoken language 

samples

• Yet – the lists vary considerably!

• They depend on the population, context and criteria for defining core

• If we list the top 100 words on all of the ranked core word lists and compare 
them across lists, less than one third of the words appear on three or more lists!

• Approximately ½ the words appear on only one list

• Function words tend to be more core (remember they are 0-4% of early 
developing words!) yet content are more ‘fringe’ 

Core Vocabulary
“Re-examining Core Vocabulary for Children that require AAC: A Developmental 
Perspective” 

Poster at ASHA, Boston, 2018 by Emily Laubscher & Janice Light, Ph.D.

• Implications:

• Prioritizing use of core words for emerging and early symbolic communicators 
disrupts the typical language development process with unknown effects

• This practice may be detrimental if it results in an expressive vocabulary lacking in 
the meaningful and personally relevant content words that form the foundation for 
early semantic relations and future syntactic development

• Vocabulary selection and instruction for beginning communicators with complex 
communication needs should consider what is known about an early expressive 
language, as well as the individual child’s interests, rather than relying on existing 
core word lists

NOW, let’s start!

Feature Matching
Costello & Shane, 1994

The individual and/or his/her team must identify strengths, and current 

and upcoming needs.  Then, a knowledgeable clinician must identify 

available AAC features/strategies and using a practice-based-evidence 

approach, determine what is the most appropriate.

https://aac.psu.edu/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/Laubscher-ASHA-2018-core-.pdf
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Feature Matching
Costello and Shane (1994) 

Domains to consider:

Behavioral Domain
Cognitive Domain
Cultural Domain

Educational Domain
Family/Cultural Domain

Financial Domain
Historical Domain 
Language Domain 
Medical Domain 
Motor Domain

Patient Centered Domain
Social Domain

Speech Domain

• A system that is highly efficient and easy to use
• Syntactic supports available 
• Intuitive organization of language

• This is particularly relevant when this is a backup method of 
communication.

• Smaller size, and lightweight for easy transport (most of our kids aren’t in 
wheelchairs, may need to carry systems)

• Customizable to meet the learners' specific communication needs
• Familiarity for the learner, if relevant or appropriate
• Things to look for:

• Ability to initiate with the system
• Ability to navigate or locate target vocabulary independently
• Prompting required
• Visual needs (e.g., field size, orientation)
• Symbolic representations available? 3-D vs. 2-D; picture symbols (note: many libraries) vs. 

customized photographs; text; 
• Is the team able to model language frequently?
• Distractibility (e.g., with a device, with Velcro, etc.)
• Attention to classroom instruction

Examples some considerations for autistic 
learners

Jessica Gosnell Caron, 2011

 
Gosnell, Costello & Shane 2011 

Gosnell, Costello 

& Shane (2011) 

delineated the 
process to making 

an informed 

iDevice/App 
purchase

Are we fitting the device to the individual, 
or fitting the individual to the device?

Feature Matching Apps

Jessica Gosnell Caron, 2011

Feature Matching Apps/SGDs

Jessica Gosnell Caron, 2011

Feature Matching Apps/SGDs

Jessica Gosnell Caron, 2011

Feature Matching Apps/SGDs
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Jessica Gosnell Caron, 2011

Feature Matching Apps/SGDs

Jessica Gosnell Caron, 2011

Feature Matching Apps/SGDs

Feature Matching with ASD:
Illustrating its importance

Proloquo2Go is a terrific, revolutionary application; however, it is not a 
panacea in itself

The iPad in itself cannot solve communication issues; rather, it is how we teach and 
prepare learners to communicate that is important.

Focusing on context-
dependent communicators

We need to build interest in communicating for purposes beyond requesting

We need to scaffold language, make demands achievable/within their Zone of 
Proximal Development

Context-Dependent Communicators

Visual Scene Displays
• Photos of naturally occurring events/scenes;

• Vocabulary concepts  embedded as hotspots within these scenes

• Different types of displays impose very different learning demands:

• cognitive/linguistic processing 

• visual processing 

Context-Dependent 
Communicators

Visual Scene Displays
• Four studies provide evidence suggesting that VSDs are more appropriate for 

young children than grid displays

• Young children’s understanding of isolated symbols versus symbols in 
context

• Toddlers’ performance with VSDs versus grid displays
• Infants’ visual preference /attention to VSDs versus grids
• Effects of VSDs on young children’s communication

• Symbols in isolation versus symbols embedded in context

• Traditional grid displays require children to understand each symbol in 
isolation with limited contextual support

• VSDs present language concepts/symbols in context

Light, et. Al.  Seminar presented at ASHA November 2010, Philadelphia (presented by Costello)
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Topic Displays (Can be low-tech or high-tech!)
▪ Visual element displays
▪ Depict vocabulary pertaining to a specific topic
▪ Elements placed in columns
▪ Elements organized in modified Fitzgerald Key Format  or comparable 

color-coding system and are color-coded by part of speech
▪ Left-to-right orientation reflecting syntax of the target language

Context-Dependent Communicators

Message Window:
Where sentences may 

be constructed

Symbols color-coded 

by word class to 
promote lexical 

diversity and arranged 

in a left-to-right 
orientation to 

encourage 

appropriate syntax

Context-Dependent Communicators

• Build language form and content

• Include multiple parts of speech 
(not just nouns)

• Allow use of semantic relations 
and syntactic constructions
• Receptive
• Expressive

Topic Displays

Context-Dependent Communicators Context-Dependent Communicators

Sept 2018:  Initial appointment – A.’s mother described him as follows: 

• He can engage in head-banging behaviors

• An active and overall happy child who can be anxious and can be quick to become upset

• He has very little patience 

The majority of his language is scripted (from Mickey)

Topic Displays - examples

Context-Dependent 
Communicators

Topic Displays - examples

Context-Dependent 
Communicators
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Topic Displays - examples

Context-Dependent 
Communicators

Topic Displays - examples

Context-Dependent 
Communicators

Topic Displays - examplesContext-Dependent 
Communicators

Topic Displays - examplesContext-Dependent 
Communicators

SIDE NOTE: CORE VOCABULARY

➢Nouns, verbs, adjectives, pronouns, descriptors, conjunctions, 
etc. 

➢Limitations on novelty of pre-stored messages 

➢The field of AAC is only just beginning to provide early 
communicators with access to Core Vocabulary, the roughly 350 
most frequently occurring words which makes up 80% of what we 
say (Vanderheiden & Kelso, 1987). From: 
http://praacticalaac.org/praactical/aactual-therapy-supporting-
the-development-of-early-grammar-with-kimberly-ho/

Side note: Core Vocabulary

http://praacticalaac.org/praactical/aactual-therapy-supporting-the-development-of-early-grammar-with-kimberly-ho/
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Side note: Core Vocabulary
• Core vocabulary studies are generally based on those with 

typically developing language abilities.

• This can often be generalized easier to a child with a severe 
musculature disorder than perhaps to an individual with a severe 
language disorder

Consider:  meaningful words to 1 autistic student who shows a strong interest in 
trains (e.g., Thomas, Caboose, Piston Rod)  vs. a student with severe motor 

impairment, who is otherwise typically developing (e.g., I, you, go, play, stop, in, 
out, big, different, more, etc.)

Core Vocabulary
"It is well-established that closed-class words [small sets of words we need to 
make most sentences such as particles, auxiliaries, determiners, and 
prepositions] occur most frequently in adult speech but are not common in 
children's early vocabularies"

Goodman, J., Dale, P.S., & Li, P. (2008). Does frequency count? Parental input and the acquisition of 
vocabulary. Journal of Child Language 35, 515–531

Per Emily Laubscher, Ph.D. Candidate, that article also talks about how 
they found that nouns are LEAST common of all the word classes in adult 
input directed towards children, yet they are the first type of words used 
by (most) kids.

→ This is why we should not base AAC systems for beginning communicators off of 
words that occur with high frequency in advanced language!

Core Vocabulary
“Re-examining Core Vocabulary for Children that require AAC: A Developmental 
Perspective” 

https://aac.psu.edu/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/Laubscher-ASHA-2018-core-.pdf

Poster at ASHA, Boston, 2018 by Emily Laubscher & Janice Light, Ph.D.

• How do typically developing children ‘choose’ their early words?
• They typically reflect an individual’s interests, experiences and routines (Owens, 

2005)

• Represent the people, objects, actions and events that are most salient and 
motivating to the individual (Bocher& Jones, 2003)

• Cannot be predicted simply based on which words children hear mots often.  
Rather, children produce the words that they want to use (Lieven, 2010)

Core Vocabulary
“Re-examining Core Vocabulary for Children that require AAC: A Developmental 
Perspective” 

Poster at ASHA, Boston, 2018 by Emily Laubscher & Janice Light, Ph.D.

• Which words do typically developing children use in early expressive 
language?

• First 50 words (Owens, 2005)
• Nouns (60-65%)

• Action words(14-19%)

• Modifiers and personal/social words (20%0

• Function words (0-4%)

• Early vocabularies also contain sound effects, animal sounds and 
words related to social routines (Fenson et al., 2007) (e.g., choo 
choo, woof…)

Case study:
• C. Age ~12

• Context-dependent communicator

• Sales rep ignored my recommendations, and pushed WordPower 42, 
a relatively advanced vocabulary

• Because she didn’t have the knowledge or skill set to use something 
as comprehensive as this, she made simple requests and after 6 
weeks, we could not justify funding

https://aac.psu.edu/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/Laubscher-ASHA-2018-core-.pdf
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Considerations

Selecting a system

Regardless of whether or not a system is high-tech or low-tech, the following 
should be considered:
• Vocabulary Selection:

• Kids interact with other kids. Kids are not always the most patient! Consider use of 
phrase-based messages to quickly convey social phrases:
• Want to play with me?
• Will you sit with me on the bus? 
• Other age-appropriate vocabulary (e.g., “gross” language for 1st and 2nd grade boys). 

• Always include relevant and motivating vocabulary such as favorite movies and toys (e.g., 
various transformers names) 

• If the device is strictly academic, why would anyone want to use it outside of school and 
homework? Kids want to play and have fun!

• Include recorded messages to increase engagement when speaking with peers of similar 
ages. A recorded “High five!” or “No way!” is far more engaging using recorded speech, 
rather than text-to-speech.

• Some devices have a “My news” section to allow learners to quickly convey messages 
between home and school (e.g., Guess what I did today? I got to play foursquare on the 
playground with Drew!).

•

Selecting a system

Regardless of whether or not a system is high-tech or low-
tech, the following should be considered:

• Organization:
• Janice Light’s work indicates that emerging communicators do better with 

context-based displays.  Most commonly,  a visual scene display is the most 
helpful.

• Having the context of supporting language can also be helpful

Selecting a system

Regardless of whether or not a system is high-tech or low-tech, the 
following should be considered:

• Implementation

Selecting a system

Regardless of whether or not a system is high-tech or low-tech, the 
following should be considered:

• Implementation
• Motivate learners to communicate!

• They likely do not want to ask to have their teeth brushed…just because you want 
vocabulary in the device, it does not mean it is meaningful to them

• In the States, there is a tendency to quiz and drill:
• Where is the triangle?

Think about FUNCTIONAL skills instead

Selecting a system

Regardless of whether or not a system is high-tech or low-tech, the 
following should be considered:

• Move beyond requesting

• Motivate learners to communicate!
• Many are motivated to request

• But most kids enjoy high fives (e.g., give me five!)

• Encourage descriptions (e.g., red + M&M)

• Encourage comments

• Encourage playfulness and social interactions (e.g., Aw man!!!)
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Regardless of what is selected:
Please note the importance of 

Aided Language Stimulation
Aided Language Stimulation (aka, aided language input, aided language modeling): 
➢Communication partners (e.g., parent, teacher, therapist) 
➢use aided communication (e.g., pictures, text in a communication notebook or display, communication 

application, dedicated device)  
To model language

When communicating with learners with moderate-severe language impairments, it is not fair to speak 
to them using speech, have them process it, figure out how to ‘translate’ language and have them 
respond…
You wouldn’t speak to me in Croatian and hope I magically could respond in Croatian.

Goals:
• To model language
• To promote continued expansion of communication abilities in a naturalistic and incidental manner 
• To minimize the need for structured training
• To allow the learner to observe the use of language and how it can impact the environment.  

Aided Language Stimulation

Aided Language Stimulation - just a few examples:

• Learner requests milk →We comment: “You’re drinking Milk!”

• Learner requests milk →We expand: “You’re DRINKING + MILK!”

Aided Language Stimulation

AIDED LANGUAGE STIMULATION

➢Jane Korsten has been quoted on an entry on the QIAT Listserv by 
many including by Jane Farrall (http://www.janefarrall.com/aac-
systemic-change-for-individual-success/) 

➢The average 18 month old child has been exposed to 4,380 hours 
of oral language at a rate of 8 hours/day from birth. 

➢A child who has a communication system and receives 
speech/language therapy two times per week for 20-30 minute 
sessions will reach this same amount of language exposure in 84 
years.”

Aided Language Stimulation

AIDED LANGUAGE STIMULATION

• The typically developing child will demonstrate language 
competency around 9 – 12 years of age having been 
immersed in and practicing oral language for 
approximately 36,500 waking hours. 

• For 9 – 12 years that child has been using and receiving 
corrective feedback while practicing with the spoken 
word.

• At twice a week, 20 – 30 minutes each time, it will take 
the alternate symbol user OVER SEVEN HUNDRED YEARS  
to have the same experience.

• http://www.janefarrall.com/aac-systemic-change-for-individual-
success/

Questions/Comments

Please feel free to reach out with questions/comments:

Jennifer@AbramsonAAC.com

Please also send questions for next time!

- funding?

- Intervention? 

- Case studies? 

http://www.janefarrall.com/aac-systemic-change-for-individual-success/
http://www.janefarrall.com/aac-systemic-change-for-individual-success/
mailto:Jennifer@AbramsonAAC.com

